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A Future-oriented company with a vision 
of  a long-lasting centennial corporation
A future-oriented company that has been evolving with the dream of  becoming a long-

living centennial corporation, a company that has taken a single path towards the proud 

domestic production of  dyestuffs, KISCO is now celebrating the 40th anniversary of  

founding.

The history of  KISCO is considered the history of  the Korean dye industry itself.

KISCO has been moving forward at the frontline of  the dye industry since the 

beginning, and it has not been always easy and smooth.

We had to move forward in the unlimited competition where you can drop out of  the 



race anytime and be forgotten, with persistence and commitment, sometimes building a new 

road when there is none, and now we are standing tall in the dye industry as a leader. The dye 

industry, which is often called the flower in the precision chemical, is now faced with difficult 

business environment that we had never seen before. The electronic materials business, which 

we selected as our new growth engine, will also be faced with numerous hurdles ahead on its 

journey.

That is the reason all employees of  KISCO are called upon to work together with wisdoms, 

and serious contemplation on the future.

I think it is significant that the 40 year history of  KISCO is published in this critical moment of  

our history. We have been moving forward and looking ahead for the past 40 years with devoted 

commitment, and opened a new chapter in the history of  dye industry. Now, we are called for 

to build a new path in the precision chemical industry with unyielding spirit of  challenge and 

commitment for the future.

In human age, the company is celebrating the age that is free from vacillation. The age of  forty 

is the time when we become free from false attractions, and free from wrong judgments. As an 

organization, we should be able to look straight into the future, with insightful and accurate 

judgment about the reality. In doing so, we can do the best we can to realize the maximum 

customer satisfaction, and continuously build the partnership relationships with our customers.

Before I close the message, I want to express my wholehearted appreciation to all our 

stockholders and customers whose support and engorgement made KISCO that it is today. I 

also want to extend my appreciation to all executive and management staff, who have been with 

KISCO through all those years.

It is my hope that KISCO will grow into the future, with an eye to another 100 years to come, in 

transparent corporate culture, and with the leadership of  harmony and co-existence.

Thank you.  

 October 2011
 Kim Dong Gil
 Chairman of  KISCO



Growing to Become the Eco-friendly 
Colorant Leader & Creating of  New Values 
Through Innovation
KISCO has been making turning point in the history of  Korean dye industry, with the 

highest product quality and creation of  new markets in the world. Now, the company 

is re-born as the leader in the precision chemical industry, opening a new future with 

electronic chemical business.

At a time when the company is committed for a new beginning as a future-oriented 

company with innovation, the 40 year history of  KISCO is published so that we can 

find a new direction for the future in our history, so that we can more powerfully move 



forward toward the future.

The 40 Year History of  KISCO is the record of  the passion and challenge that we undertook 

to realize our vision.

It is also the record of  the many trials and troubles that we had to face to create and offer colors 

ahead of  our time, before any others in the dye industry.

However, the other side of  our brilliant achievements is some of  the unfulfilled dreams, and 

our hope for the future. 

Just as we have been leading the dye industry in Korea, we are now poised to take a flight into 

the global market with colors that are uniquely of  KISCO’s own, with the two wings of  colorant 

and electronic materials. 

As we are celebrating the 40th anniversary of  the company, the role of  each and every KISCO 

employees is more important than ever. As the main players in the newly unfolding history, we 

should be able to write the history of  challenge, with a renewed sense of  commitment.

I want to thank all our customers and shareholders whose support and encouragement made 

KISCO what it is today. I also want to extend my thanks to all our executive and management 

staff, who had been together all along through the time of  changes and innovations.

KISCO is committed to growing into a company that create the future with changes and 

innovation, a company that can enrich the lives of  our customers with the highest quality of  

products. As the best business partner, KISCO will also be there for all our partner and affiliate 

companies, until the day KISCO stands tall in the world as a precision chemical industry leading 

global corporation.

You can rest assured that KISCO will always do the best to grow into an eco-friendly colorant 

leader, by creating new values through unstopping efforts.

Thank you.

 October 2011
Kim Heung Joon

Vice-chairman and CEO of  KISCO
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Changing the Landscape 
in Dye Industry with 
Technology Innovation







“When dye companies in Korea were trying to emulate the developments of  advanced 
countries, I always believed in developing new products on our own, and become the leader 
in the market.”

01
Cherishing Innovation & The Spirit of  Challenge

What the chairman Kim Dong Gil had in mind when founding the company was the 

creation of  new technology.

When the dye was considered to be one of  the latest technologies in 1970s, he applied 

himself  to the dye business, and the development of  new technologies, instead of  

emulating technologies or others, while taking up the challenge for new possibilities until 

he successfully developed the world’s first full black dye product.

A man who always think of  something new, and creating a result out of  the new ideas, 

the chairman Kim Dong Gil had always wrote down his new ideas, ran to the field, and 

tried to turn the idea into reality. The new technologies in the dye industry that created a 

sensation in the global market were the fruits that bore out his such efforts and passion. 

In addition, he decided to enter the electronic materials market to find a new growth 

engine for the company when he was over 70, instead of  settling comfortably on the 

achievements that had left big marks in the history of  dye. He pushed the limits of  a dye 

specializing company, and opened a new future.

With no fear about the road that has not been trodden, and always trying to be awakened 

with clear conscience so that he can face with something new, the chairman’s devotion 

has been the summarized into the corporate vision of  Harmony, Innovation, and 

Commitment, and served as a guide post for all KISCO employees. 



02
Relentless Researching Efforts

The founder’s spirit of  relentless researching and development, which has been the 

driving force behind the growth KISCO, was originated from his passion for chemical 

experiments as a junior high school student.

The chairman Kim Dong Gil enjoys heated arguments and discussion with research 

fellows over the latest technologies, no matter how complicated they are. The research 

fellows have been proud of  this side of  the chairman, and would greatly be inspired to be 

more passionate about researching themselves.

His devoted commitment to R&D resulted in the Korea’s first dye specializing research 

institute, and the chairman had been critical in the development of  numerous landmark 

products that contributed to the growth of  the company. KISCO has been establishing 

itself  as a technology-centered corporation while launching one after another new 

products each year, and is on its quest to the future-oriented global corporation 

supported by the outstanding quality of  products on a par with major counterparts from 

the world.

03
Human and Manpower-cherishing Management

The chairman Kim Dong Gil is a brilliant chemist himself, but more than anything, he 

knew the importance of  talented human resources for the bigger business challenges.

Since its earliest days in history, KISCO has been inviting the top technicians from 

the industry both in and out of  the country, and took the best out of  their expertise in 

special projects. In addition, he has been generously investing in training employees to 

grow them into the highest-quality specialists with the knowledge in the latest, advanced 

technologies. There are many famous episodes that explain his passion for chemistry, 

including the times when, during the early days of  history, he would make employees 

sit with him, stress the importance of  continuous studying, and explaining chemical 

structures to them in person.

“The manpower is the asset of  a company, and the company can grow only when the 
company invest in human resources.
When you think about how a company comes to a turning point, you can realize how 
important the human resources, the manpower, really are. The highest quality of  products in 
the world are made with the fingers of  employees.”



“It is not an exaggeration that my biggest pleasure was going to the research institute every 
day. I was so enchanted and thrilled to observe experiments and notice something new that I 
would forget to leave the lab.
The experiments with dyes, that can return numerous kinds of  results depending on the 
conditions and environments, are truly attractive field of  studies.”



“I always made friends when I go to other countries. I am not exaggerating to say that I made 
anybody who has anything to do with dyes my friend. 
It was because I believed that, if  you meet people for the business purpose only, you only 
have to contact them on business matters. But when you make friends with them, they think 
they are coming to Korea to meet a friend, and the national background does not matter.”

Believing that the personal growth is the corporate growth itself, the chairman knew 

how to use the best out of  each individual employee’s capability for the maximized 

efficiency, and once hired, he put his absolute trust on the employees. As the result, 

KISCO is known in the industry as a good company with the longest employment years.

04
Trust Priority Business Principle

If  KISCO could build its reputation as an export leading company since the earliest days 

of  founding, it was because of  the trust priority in building business relationships with 

customers.

In the early days of  the company, when the domestic market was dominated by foreign 

exports, the chairman Kim Dong Gil personally started to explore foreign markets. 

During the process, the customers were more than just business partners; they were more 

like friends to the chairman, who could impress others by cherishing the friendship and 

trust more than anything as a business leader. His way of  building trust priority business 

relationship has evolved into the tradition in the company, where any visitors and 

customers are received with the utmost respects and heart-felt welcome. This tradition 

has been attributed to the trusting relationship with customers, and the sharp increase in 

the business transactions.

05
Transparent Management for the Co-existence of  
the Labor and the Management

The company always stressed that the labor and the management are not two different 

groups that fight over bigger share of  interest, but a single community that exist together. 

As the result, the company could build a corporate culture that is similar to a family, 

and with the co-existing labor and management relationship, the company became an 

exemplar case of  a company that is free from labor union and labor disputes during the 



“There is no question that the corporate profit has to be shared with employees. I always 
ensured to build trusting relationship with employees by practicing transparent business 
management, because I believed the satisfaction of  employees is the most important goal for 
the company. 
When I become transparent, the employees will follow the model after me, and they will 
become transparent, as well.
The transparent business management can build mutual trust between the labor and the 
management, and I always did the best I can to practice open and transparent business 
management, because the more the company grow, the bigger profit to share with all.”



40 years of  its history. 

The chairman Kim Dong Gil also believed that the entire employees were partners 

in business management, and ensured to share all management issues with them. The 

management status was announced to all employees so that they can have the sense of  

belonging to the same organization, and feel the sense of  responsibility. Supported by 

this sense of  belonging, the company adopted the performance-based payment system, 

through which the company shared the significant parts of  the company’s profit with the 

employees. 

The 40 years of  continuous growing of  the company through risks and challenges was 

all attributed to the co-existing relationship between the labor and the management, and 

the transparent business practice.

06
Only for the Best of  the Best at the Center of  the 
World

The chairman Kim Dong Gil always believed that the company has to make products 

that can lead the market with the highest quality to become the world’s best brand.

KISCO, that started to lead the reactive dye market with the development of  the hit 

product Synozol Black HF-GR, has been launching one after another new products 

through the years as the leader in the industry. The company extended its business 

territory beyond the reactive dyes to the disperse dyes, and again to the electronic material 

business. KISCO’s passion to create all colors, beginning from the colors of  nature to the 

colors of  the future has never stopped.

“Since long time ago, KISCO has been at the center of  the global market, at least when 
it comes to the reactive dyes. It is the basic principle that you have to have the absolutely 
outstanding quality if  you want the reputation in the overseas market.”



Ultimately, it was the commitment to make the highest quality products recognized in 

the world market that made KISCO to stand tall at the center of  the global market after 

40 years of  its history.

07
Innovation-Creating Latest Technology

During the 1970s, when the entire supply of  reactive dyes in Korea had to be imported 

from overseas, KISCO started to develop reactive dyes along with some rival companies. 

However, the choices were different between KISCO and other companies; unlike other 

companies, KISCO went for the supra type of  reactive dyes that had not even been 

introduced to Korea, and eventually succeeded in developing the supra type of  reactive 

dyes with its own resources and opened a new chapter in the history of  Korean dyes.

KISCO’s challenge for innovation-creating technologies was manifested in the 

company’s entry into the electronic material business. When nobody could imagine a dye 

company tapping into the electronic materials industry, KISCO took the challenge with 

an eye to the future of  the colors.

The spirit of  challenge that explores new areas -- believing that the technology 

innovation is what builds the corporate competitiveness and promote the national pride 

-- has been always underlying the success of  KISCO.

Now, KISCO has built the bridgehead to enter the electronic chemical business, 

supported by the knowhow and the organic chemical synthesis technology that has been 

accumulated over the 40 years in the dye development, and is preparing the second leap 

to become a technology-based company with innovative technology.

“A turning point of  a company is to make something that is the best in the world. Just as we 
have to make the world’s best products to win in the global race, we decided to challenge in 
the electronic materials business while searching for new growth engine. There had been 
hundreds of  turning points in the past, but they are nothing compared to what lies ahead of  
us.
I think the five years from now will be the most critical time for the company.
The technology that will take us to the future we envision is the latest organic chemical 
synthesis technology. I believe that no companies in the precision chemical industry in Korea 
have the kind of  synthetic technology and experience in the dye researches that we do have.”
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The Birth of  KISCO and KISC  
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Construction of  the Incheon 
Factory and the Stabilization of  
Production 
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Kim Dong Gil, a Student Obsessed 
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Establishment of  a Research 
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Introduction of  Spray Dryer and 

One-Step Advanced Process 

Technology
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KISC’s Ansan Factory is 

Constructed
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Technological Partnership With a 
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Sensation Caused by the World’s 

First Cotton Reactive Full Black
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The Honor of  Korea Black
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The Remarkable Performance of  
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Unfolding of  the Domestic Dye 

Industry
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Build a Road if  There is None 
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Emerging as a Small Giant with a 

Record of  10 Million Dollars in 

Exports
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Kimia
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Building a Sales Network in 

Southeast Asia with an investment 

in Rachada Chemicals, Thailand
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Entering the 

Polyester Market 

with Disperse Dyes

A Hard time for Reactive Dyes, But 
a Booming Time for Disperse Dyes
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Establishment of  the Siheung 

Factory and the Full Production of  

Disperse Dyes
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KISCO Goes 
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Going Public and Becoming a 

Listed Company
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Establishment of  a Quality 

Management System with ISO 

9001 Certification 
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Promotion of  a Sense of  

Ownership with an Advanced 

Welfare System
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Emerging with KISC and the 

Birth of  the Korea’s Largest Dye 

Manufacturer
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Ambitious 

Advance Towards 

the Globalization

Taking the First Step to Become the 

World’s First-Class Corporation
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Entering Market in Turkey with an 

Eye to the European Markets
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98 Chapter III. Eyes to the Future and a First-class Global Corporation 1990-1999
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KISCO, USA is Established as 

the Bridgehead to the Central and 

South American Markets 
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Technical Tie-in With a Major 

Japanese Corporation 
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Strategic Partnership with Ciba 

Specialty Chemicals and Changes in 

the Global Market 
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Leading Company 

in Material Export

01 The Rise of  Environmental Issues
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Building the Environmental 

Management System and The 

Green  Project Department
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110 Chapter IV. New Challenge for the New Era  2000-2007
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112 Chapter IV. New Challenge for the New Era  2000-2007



Stronger Environmental 

Competitiveness with the 

Development of  Eco-Friendly 

Products
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A Leading Material Exporting 

Company Honored With the 
Grand Prix of  Global Business 

Management Award 
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Strategy and 
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Making Inroads into Markets in 

China with KISCO, China
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Establishment of  KLC and 

Strategy for Market Expansion
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Management and 
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Winning the Grand Prix of  New 
Labor-Management Culture Award 

and the Harmonious Labor-
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Transparent Business Management 

and the Value of  Human Resources
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New Venture

: Electronic 

Materials

Diversifying the Business Territory, 

Building the Momentum of  

Growth Through M&A
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Winds of  Change at the Research 
Institute
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Founding of  Daito KISCO and 

the Launching of  the Electronic 

Materials Business
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132 Chapter IV. New Challenge for the New Era  2000-2007
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Reshuffling of  the Organization 
With the New KISCO 2010 
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Re-Engineering of  the Company 
with the Establishment of  Quality 
Management System
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Health and Safety Management 
with the Goal of  Tenth Zero-
Accident Achievement
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The Future of  
Colors & The 
Power of  Value-
Creating Colors

02 Value Creation Through Colors, 
From Dyes to Electronic Materials
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Making 150 Billion in Sales 
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1. KISCO Technology Leading the Reactive Dye Market 

2. Triumph in the Disperse Dye Market 

3. Never-ending Challenge in Colors, Electronic Materials



Color, 
Challenging the Possibilities, 
and Achievements

When KISCO was founded, the domestic self-supply rate of  dyes was 

less than 20%. It is not an overstatement to say that nobody thought 

it would be possible for KISCO to triumph over major corporations 

from Europe and Japan, and introduce Korean made dye products to 

the global market. Therefore, KISCO’s challenge for the 40 years since 

its founding, or 14,600 days, was a grand quest to a dream of  turning 

out domestic production dyes with the highest-quality; it was a quest 

whose stake was the pride of  the Korean dye industry.

KISCO made its first impression on the dye industry when the 

company developed fluorescent brighteners. Upon founding the 

company in 1971, Chairman Kim Dong Gil — who already had a 

patent on fluorescent brightening dyes — launched a fluorescent 

detergent for synthetic textiles ahead of  major internationally-

renowned dye manufacturers, and started to supply it to large Korean 

corporations. At the time, the fluorescent brighteners that were being 

imported to Korea were made by large German corporations, such as 

Hoechst or Bayer. Compared to them, KISCO was taking its first baby 

steps. They were alarmed when a small company from Korea made 

such a splash in the market with fluorescent brighteners. 

The newborn company’s terrific march continued onwards after 

delivering a shock to the market with the domestic production of  

fluorescent dye.

KISCO established Korea’s first dye specialized research institute in 
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1980, and took on the challenge to produce reactive dye. In 1981, the 

company created a stir in the market again, by launching reactive black 

dye 5. With the development of  the black dye — one of  the most 

widely used color dyes of  all — KISCO scored two clear marks in the 

industry: fluorescent dye for the color white, and reactive dye for the 

color black. Reactive black 5 was developed as a liquid, a first in Korea, 

offering greater convenience for consumers. It was an instant hit in the 

market.

The success of  reactive dye did not end with black 5. In 1982, the 

company developed the world’s first reactive full black dye for cotton, 

which prepared the ground upon which the company would prosper 

with reactive dye products during the 1980s and 1990s.

The Full Black (Synozol Black HF-GR) product was the company’s 

landmark achievement; it realized a bluish black color, which was only 

possible with the company’s independent development of  an orange 

color dye exclusively for creating black. It was one of  the most widely-

talked about products in the dye industry during the 1980s. In addition, 

the orange color dye, which was critical in realizing the company’s 

unique black color dye, was registered as a new chemical substance in 

Europe and under Japan’s Chemical Substance Control Law, thereby 

promoting the reputation of  the company as a global technology 

leading manufacturer.

With strong technological competitiveness in the reactive dye area, 

KISCO successfully developed a vinyl reactive Turquoise dye in 1984. 

Compared to similar products made in Europe or Japan, this product 

had better color reproduction and leveling effects, and helped the 

company build its image as a technologically advanced company. 

This was a product that greatly contributed to the competitiveness 

of  the country’s dyeing and textile technologies. It also upgraded the 



technological competitiveness of  domestically produced dyes, when it 

was designated by the government as a technology to be protected for 

three years after its development.

After their success with the reactive turquoise blue dye, the company 

moved on to develop a disperse type of  turquoise blue, and proved to 

the industry how they were growing as a consumer-oriented company 

with technology that could identify and meet the needs and demands 

of  consumers.

In 1998, the company successfully developed Korea’s first formazan 

dye, Synozol Blue SHF-BRN, and built a reputation as a leading 

technology corporation. 

Beginning in 1990, disperse dye was the biggest issue in the domestic 

dye industry.

Up until the early 1990s, disperse dye had been the biggest selling 

export item. But when the center of  production shifted, the low-

priced dyes made in China started to penetrate the Korean disperse dye 

market.

By 1994, the entire production of  disperse dyes was about 12,200 tons, 

and over 20,000 tons were exported, according to statistics.

KISCO started developing disperse dyes in1987, first producing 

Synolon Turquoise Blue K-GL. In 1993, the company also developed 

Korea’s first highly concentrated black and navy blue colors, including 

Synolon Black K-XNF 300%. The company continued developing 

new products with a high washing fastness and color reproduction 

rate. 

In 1997, the company carried out a technological partnership 

venture, KS Project, with a renowned corporation, and advanced 
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its technology to mix dyes and analyze them. In 1998, the company 

signed an agreement to carry out the KC project with C Group, and 

manufactured products in the OEM for C Group while learning 

advanced production technology and quality control technology from 

their partner company.

These opportunities enabled KISCO to build the solid foundation 

upon which the company could move to the center of  the global 

market with advanced technology and quality of  disperse dyes. In the 

process they secured a system to make a wide variety of  dye products 

including eco-friendly dyes with higher washing fastness as well as 

functional dyes. The company also laid the groundwork to build more 

dye-related businesses, having entered the industry with dyes for 

automotives.

Beginning in 2000, KISCO’s reputation as a company with advanced 

technology took a big leap forward.

The company launched a series of  K dyes, which included 17 different 

reactive dyes, after thorough research on the needs of  consumers in the 

dye markets around the world. With this achievement, the company 

built a strong foundation to advance to the market and earn the trust 

of  clients in the global market.

Along with a series of  unique and creative products, the company 

successfully developed dyes for PDP and LCD, and entered the 

electronic chemical business. The electronic chemical business added 

a new growth engine to the company, in addition to the existing dye 

products.

The dream of  KISCO that began with the domestic production of  

dyes was now taking wing for a brilliant flight beyond their 40 year 

history.



KISCO Technology 
Leading the Reactive Dye 
Market
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Competition in the globalized era is often described as a war without gun 

smoke. Having the latest tools in these globalized times means having the 

latest and innovative technology that can change the landscape of  the 

market.

In 1956, a company from England left a major mark on the history of  

synthetic dyes when it launched Procion and started the production of  

reactive dyes.

The launching of  a reactive dye created a sensation in the dye industry, as 

well as in the dyeing and fashion industries. Unlike existing dye products, it 

could reproduce beautiful and clear colors through direct covalent bonding 

with textiles. It also demonstrated outstanding washing and light fastness. 

The reactive dye kept the color intact even after repeated washing and 

exposure to strong sunlight, almost instantly becoming the most popular 

product in dye industry. It was the first major achievement in 100 years since 

the first synthetic dye was developed.

However, in 1982, less than 30 years after reactive dyes were introduced, 

the world saw another major achievement in the history of  dye. It was the 

emergence of  a reactive black dye, Synozol Black HF-GR for cotton. The 

world’s first cotton reactive full black was developed by a Korean company 

that was unknown in the global market, a company that had started 

The Godfather of  the 
Reactive Black Dye Makes 
a Debut
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developing reactive dyes only recently.

But the reactive black dye was not developed overnight. KISCO had begun 

development of  reactive dyes in the late 1970s, and had already launched 

reactive black 5 in 1981, shortly before the company developed the full black 

dye and made a successful debut in the reactive dye market. After meeting 

with enthusiastic response to the first launch of  products that stood out 

above others in terms of  color reproduction and build up, the company 

launched Synozol Black HF-GR with the support of  the company’s 

technological know-how, and scored a big hit in the market.

The biggest advantage of  the reactive full black color that the major dye 

corporations of  the world noticed was that it was actually possible to realize 

full black color. Until then, the color black could only be made by mixing the 

three primary colors of  red, yellow, and blue. But the full black the company 

developed brought about changes to the existing color matching system, 

and increased the leveling of  colors during the dyeing process. Full black 

solved the biggest headache for the dyeing technicians, which was decreased 

work performance due to the difference in lots during the process of  mixing 

the three colors to produce black.

After years of  research to develop a technology that would ensure 

stability in powder dyes, and would produce better dyes for cotton, KISCO 

developed Synozol Orange HF-GR which included the dichlorotriazinyl 

reactor. By mixing this orange dye with the color black, the company could 

realize a full black color dye that had a deep and enchanting tone. Synozol 

Black HF-GR was made possible by combining the dichlorotriazinyl and 

black B of  vinyl sulfone reactor, making it the world’s first full black for 

cotton; nobody else could even emulate the product. The development was 

also recognized as an exemplary case where the needs of  consumers for 
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improved quality and improved work performance were realized through 

a development. It became the main engine for R&D, as the company had 

always focused on the development of  new technologies and products.

Besides, Synozol Orange HF-GR was registered in Europe and under 

Japan’s Chemical Substance Control Law as a new chemical substance, 

winning trust for KISCO’s technological power worldwide. Synozol Black 

HF-GR was also designated as the standard black at the fashion expo that 

opened in Switzerland in 1987, and became something of  a godfather of  all 

reactive black dyes.
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At a time when the world had no alterative when it came to full black 

for cotton, KISCO made a mark with its own development and built its 

reputation in the global market. The product was so wildly welcomed by 

buyers that, in the beginning, they would wait in line in front of  the KISCO 

office carrying cash to purchase the product.

Later in 1984, the company developed a sulfone type reactive dye, Synozol 

Turquoise Blue G, and created another sensation in the market with its 

technology.

The bluish turquoise color KISCO developed had a quality level that was 

on a par with those made in Japan or Europe, which had been dominating 

the domestic market. It is famous as a product that moved beyond the 

technological barriers of  advanced countries, and increased competitiveness 

for Korean dyeing companies. Synozol Turquoise Blue G, which was the 

first domestically produced turquoise color with higher color reproduction 

and leveling of  color, was designated by the government as a technology to 

be protected for three years after the development.

In 1991, the company also developed the liquid Full Black Synozol Black 

HF-GRP 50, the first in Korea, and dominated the black color dye market 

for print dyeing.

In 1990, the quality of  Korean-made reactive dyes for print dyeing was 

good enough to complete with products made in advanced countries 

Reactive Blue 49 (Blue P-3R) was selling at around $30 per kg, while other 

similar products were selling at an average price of  $14 dollars; it was 

acknowledged as a high quality dye product worth the price. It was also 

popular as an item that was competing with products made by some of  the 

largest dye manufacturers from advanced countries. This product motivated 

Korean dye manufacturers to follow the company’s success, and some of  
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them even tried to develop a liquid type of  the product. KISCO launched 

the liquid type reactive blue 49 in 1994. Liquid type dye requires one more 

process than the power type, and it has less risk of  discoloration than the 

power type, especially when it has been stored for a long time. It also had 

to be made with a higher level of  technology in order to prevent the dye 

particles from settling to the bottom.

During the 1980s, the domestic production volume recorded an annual 

growth rate of  23%, and the self-supply level reached as high as 70%. 

Considering how the self-supply rate remained less than 20% in the 1970s, 

it was a remarkable growth. Even imports recorded a 22% increase, making 

Korea one of  the advanced dye manufacturing countries.
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Beginning in the mid 1990s, the domestic dye industry was expected to have 

a difficult time due to import liberalization. Even though the economy 

was going strong, the industry had to find ways to meet the environmental 

regulations that were spreading throughout the world.

Consequently, the domestic dye manufacturers started to develop eco-

friendly dye products that had minimal risk of  environmental pollution, 

while building stronger wastewater processing systems for the same 

purpose. But their efforts did not return very satisfactory results.

It was around this time that KISCO launched Papizolon HT. Papizolon 

HT made neutral bath dyeing possible, and it reduced the production 

of  wastewater during the one-bath one-step dyeing process. With this 

achievement, the company took leadership in the development of  eco-

friendly products.

One Bath One Step is a procedure that allows the dyeing of  synthetic fibers 

such as polyester, nylon, and wool together in the same batch with cellulosic 

textiles. Before this procedure was available, companies had to use disperse 

dye and reactive dye separately depending on what textiles they needed 

to dye. But with this newly developed procedure, the companies could 

complete the dyeing in just one shot. This change shortened the dyeing 

process, and in the end brought about savings in energy and water, because 

Building the Reputation of  
“KISCO Technology” with 
Blue 221
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it required fewer chemicals than before.

The Papizolon brand that KISCO first launched in the market in 1997 

was followed by a series of  13 items, including the popular Papizolon 

Yellow HT-4G, in 2006. With this series of  products the company entered 

and conquered a market that had previously been dominated by Japanese 

companies. It also created a new market with eco-friendly products. This is a 

good example of  how KISCO created new demands with new challenge.

Beginning in the 1990s, KISCO’s challenge was picking up speed with the 

development of  Synozol Blue SHF-BRN that was launched in 1998.
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This highly photo-resistant Synozol Blue SHF-BRN was a blue color dye 

for primary colors, and the Formazan blue dye market until then had been 

dominated by Japanese and German companies. With this product, KISCO 

reclaimed the blue dye market. Even though the product required a complex 

production process, was difficult to develop, and only advanced companies 

could produce it till then, there was a downside; it had weak washing 

fastness.

Acknowledging this problem, KISCO began research to improve Blue 

BRF, and tried to create a structure that no other company could have 

developed, instead of  emulating the technology of  others. The company 

also carried out painstaking research on the products made by advanced 

companies to avoid any possible patent issues. Eventually, the company 

successfully produced the blue dye with a new structure, while maintaining 

the unique characteristic of  the formazan dye.

Vice president Cho Sung Yong, who took the lead in development of  

this product back then recalled, “At the time, in the Korean market, there 

were no formazan dyes, and we could expect a synergy effect with other 

color dyes when we developed blue dye.” He added “I remember how 

everybody had agonized for two years because we could get the quality and 

the yield rate that we wanted. We were so frustrated because we realized how 

production turned out to be more difficult than developing.”

Ultimately, Synozol Blue SHF-BRN was launched in 1998, after years of  all 

employees working together as a team, carrying out repeated experiments 

and modifications. Today, it is one of  the leading profit generators for the 

company. The formazan dye that KISCO developed had outstanding 

washing fastness and light fastness, and was widely welcomed as a product 

that perfectly complemented the shortfall of  the previous Japanese made 
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counterparts.

The reactive blue dye launched by KISCO, followed by the black and 

turquoise color dyes, expanded the product portfolio of  the company to 

include the three primary colors, allowing the company to cover over 70% 

of  the dyes for cotton dyeing with its special group of  products. In addition, 

the successful development of  formazan dye brought about changes in the 

direction of  research in the industry. The patented formazan dye triggered 

a series of  discussions about the new chemical structure, and many 

companies benchmarked the company’s achievement.

However, it was the series of  K-dyes that the company started launching 

in 2000 that truly made a difference in R&D trends among the research 

institutes. The emergence of  this series of  dyes was considered a major 

event unlike any the industry had ever seen before.
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In 2000, KISCO introduced seven items that belong to the K-dye series of  

17 items, beginning with Synozol Yellow K-HL.

The K-dye series was named using the initial of  the company name, K, 

which was also the first letter of  the word Key. The essence of  this group 

of  products was the color reproduction rate. Realizing the colors that 

customers were demanding — instead of  colors they could only come up 

with by mixing different colors together — was one of  the most important 

tasks for dyeing technicians. The K-dye series was made to meet the demand 

for good dyes with convenient color reproduction for customers.

The key point in the development of  the K-dye series was to have the 

original target colors reproduced, regardless of  any possible external 

factors, during the dyeing process.

There was another key that was critical in the successful development of  

the K-dye series: confidence. When the company decided to challenge and 

develop the K-dye series, they had confidence that they could make any 

color dyes that they planned to develop. The company was confident that 

they would include 17color dyes that could reproduce all the colors anybody 

could ever want, by mixing them in different combinations and at different 

ratios.

It was a revolutionary series of  products, which was made possible with the 

Changing the Direction 
of  Product Development 
with the Customer-oriented 
K-Dye Series
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cooperation of  all research fellows in the central research institute of  the 

company. They were able to establish KISCO’s unique research analysis and 

measuring methods, and they were able to identify the niche in the market by 

painstaking analysis of  products made by other companies and evaluation 
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of  all dye products made by advanced companies.

Vice president Cho Sung Yong, who led the development of  the K-dye 

series, stated, “After researching the markets and needs of  consumers from 

around the world, and painstaking research on various dyeing behaviors, 

we identified which products made by which company had stronger points 

compared to others.” He added, “On analysis, we found that even the 

products made by major companies had weak points, especially in terms 

of  commercial value, even though they looked perfectly good. That’s what 

motivated us to challenge ourselves to make the K-dye series, and we were 

determined to realize the best commercial value with them.”

The development of  the K-dye series was particularly significant because it 

brought about a shift in the research focus: it shifted to the development of  

customer-oriented products. And it also became the benchmark for all other 

follow-up research projects.

The K-dye series that emerged in the market in 2000, four years after 

development started, left a major mark as a group of  products that offered 

a solution to dip dyeing, while demonstrating the distinguished properties 

of  matter. The series was also recognized as a group of  products that 

maximized washing fastness and color value, while reducing the reject rate 

thanks to the higher color leveling and color reproduction rates. Compared 

to Sumifix Supra made by a renowned Japanese company, it demonstrated 

better washing fastness, and was considered to have better commercial value 

compared to the European products. Supported by all these advantages, 

the series became one of  the landmark developments for the company, and 

recorded annual sales of  26 billion won.

Later, between 1999 and 2006, the company launched nine more items in 

the series, in addition to the liquid type of  reactive dye, Synocron Yellow 
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P-6G. In 2002, the company started the development of  reactive dye for 

scour dyeing, and developed nine more items including Synozol Yellow CP, 

efficiently getting the upper hand in the scouring dyeing market, which, 

until then, had been dominated by European products.

KISCO is committed to building stronger sustainable growth through 

the innovative improvement of  its production process and continuous 

development of  eco-friendly reactive dyes into the future.



Triumph in the Disperse 
Dye Market
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While the demand for reactive dyes kept increasing throughout the world, 

there came a major event in the dye industry around 1993. It was a time when 

the hub of  textile production was shifting to Asia, and Asia was emerging 

as the central market for dye products. It was also the time when research in 

Germany identified dyes with a risk of  causing cancer, consequently forcing 

governments around the world to develop environmental regulations to 

directly respond to the issue.

On top of  this changing business environment, the bad harvest of  cotton 

in 1993 resulted in a slowdown in the cotton textile market, and decrease 

in the demand for reactive dyes, while the demand for disperse dyes that 

The Completion of  Siheung 
Factory and Its Entry into 
the Disperse Dye
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can be applied to polyester textiles started to pick up. The domestic dye 

manufacturers that had been geared towards reactive dyes scrambled to 

find a solution to their dilemma by getting into the development of  disperse 

dyes, and turning to the higher-quality dye products.

Disperse dyes are suitable for dyeing polyester, acetate or hydrophilic 

type of  textiles. Since they don’t dissolve in water, they are made in minute 

particles that are less than 1 micrometer, so that they can be dispersed in 

water. The quality of  the disperse dyes, therefore, is decided by how well the 

minute particles remain dispersed during the dyeing process.

KISCO began the development of  disperse dyes in the late 1980s, and 

commercialized bright colored dyes, such as Disperse Blue 60, Yellow 

54, and Yellow 64, which recorded the biggest sales in the market at that 

time. After successful development of  disperse dyes, KISCO went on to 

challenge in the black and navy blue range of  colors, which had the biggest 

market in the dye industry. In 1993, the company secured a mass production 

system at Siheung factory, which was devoted to the manufacturing of  

disperse dyes only.

Synolon Black and Navy Blue K-XNF 300%, which were the two main 

products among disperse dyes in the early stage, were produced in greater 

volume with the construction of  Siheung factory. Later, they had significant 

influence on the production and supply of  black dye, which was an essential 

item in the K project the company was carrying out jointly with the C 

Company regarding disperse dyes.

The K-project that began in 1998 put KISCO in charge of  production, and 

the other company, C, in charge of  sales. It gave the company an opportunity 

to boost the sales of  disperse dyes products, thanks to the world-wide sales 

network of  the Swiss company, C, and their advanced technology.
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The project made contributions to a stronger production and sales network 

system for the company, which was allowed to become the exclusive supplier 

of  the products. The company made the products with a technology that 

offered, in addition to high washing and light fastness, stable quality even 

after mixing lots of  three and more color dyes. 

In 1997, KISCO signed a technological tie in with Japan’s largest dye 

manufacturer, from which the company learned advanced dye technologies 

and produced dyes with high light, and washing fastness, as well as higher 

clarity.

KISCO secured the technology to make minute particles for disperse 

dyes through technological tie-ins with major international corporations, 

and maintained higher standards in quality control and stability in the 

dyeing procedure, effectively upgrading the disperse dye manufacturing 

technologies.

Synolon EN-F, which was launched in 1997 was the enhanced version of  

previous products, and improved the problem that was identified in bright 

colors due to the different dye-ability of  the three E-type primary color 

dyes. It made great contributions to increased sales for the company, by 

minimizing the reject rate during dyeing. The significance of  this product 

was that, it was made to offer stable dyeability only through the mixing of  

existing dyes, instead of  adding anything new, and it was acclaimed to have 

brought about significant improvement in efficiency, as evidenced by the 

fact that the technology was used to develop synthetic products such as SE-

NS and KRD-SE. Now that the company could offer a group of  products 

to compete with rival companies, they had an upper hand in the race for 

sales, as well.
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In 2000, KISCO introduced Syno Acetate Eco Dyes, eco-friendly acetate 

dyes which were greatly improved versions with better washing fastness, 

made without any allergy-causing dyes. The company started to develop 

dyes for acetate after having experienced how the existing disperse dyes for 

polyester were not suitable for acetate. The company examined existing dyes 

that had good dyeability and did not have allergy-causing toxic substances 

first, but they had no luck. However, the company came up with an idea for 

the product while mixing various dyes. The idea was based on painstaking 

analysis of  the dyeing mechanism of  acetate.

This product, which was launched around the time when there was a boom 

in the development of  eco-friendly dyes for acetate sometime in the late 

1990s, met the demand from customers who had been using the previously 

developed toxic substance. It was a product that embodied the company’s 

commitment to eco-friendly products, as well as their devotion to customer-

oriented research and development.
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Beginning in 2000, textiles that excelled as natural textiles in terms of  price 

and quality started to appear in the market, with polyester textiles one of  the 

examples. It was around this time, that the industry saw a new possibility for 

disperse dye. The result was the emergence of  functional dyes, which had 

stronger fastness in washing and sunlight.

The demand for dyes with higher washing and light fastness started to 

pick up as the increasing number of  companies launched highly functional 

products made for microfibers, sportswear, or automobiles  during the 

1990s, and the application range of  disperse dyes started to expand.  

KISCO entered the market for dyes with higher washing fastness, when 

the company launched the Synolon K-XF series (later changed to Synolon 

XF Dyes) in five colors of  yellow, brown, blue, ruby, navy & black in 2000. 

These dyes that were designed to have higher washing fastness in their 

chemical structure also had less risk of  polluting other textiles during the 

washing.

KISCO had been observing the increase in the demand for dyes with 

higher washing fastness that had begun at the same time as the opening of  

markets for functional wear such as sportswear. But it was not until 1998 

that the company decided to begin development of  functional dyes, and 

succeeded in domestically producing the product, with a goal of  surpassing 

Growing with Functional Dyes that 
Have High Washing Fastness
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the XF dyes made by an English company and known for their outstanding 

washing fastness. KISCO developed its own procedure to improve dye-

ability, under the recognition that the XF dyes were showing an unstable 

pH level, and the product that they developed had received enthusiastic 

response in the market for higher washing fastness thanks to aggressive 

marketing. 

Later in 2004, KISCO started the development of  red dye with a high 

covalent bonding for eco-friendly microfibers, as a component of  the parts 

material technology development project by the ministry of  industry and 
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resources.

The project began with 1.7 billion won in research funding from the 

government for two years. Since the company had to design a new chemical 

structure that did not infringe the patents registered by advanced German 

and Japanese companies, the research team had to conduct numerous 

experiments and they experienced a series of  trials and errors. Since the 

company had to use an organic solution during the synthesis process, it 

was not possible to use the existing production facilities, and the company 

had to introduce production lines exclusively for the project. In the end, 

the company successfully developed substances uniquely KISCO’s own in 

making disperse dyes, and officially launched Synolon Super Red EXW in 

January 2006.

The company supplied Synolon Super Red EXW, which a was bright red 

color tone dye, to dyeing companies that supplied textiles to sportswear 

manufacturers, and recorded annual sales of  one billion won. In addition, 

the company enjoyed a special surge in demand from the market when in 

2002 the Korean soccer fans of  the Red Devils, the national soccer team, 

began snapping up red clothing during the 2002 World Cup games. 

In the meantime, the special chemical structure the company developed 

while making Synolon Super Red EXW acquired a patent in Korea, and 

it was also submitted for an international patent through PCT (Patent 

Cooperation Treaty). It is registered as a patented new material in the 

US, China, and India, and the company is planning to register in Europe, 

Thailand and Malaysia, as well.

The company’s quest in functional dyes continued, until the company 

developed Synolon SMD Dyes for microfibers. Later, the market was hit by 

an economic recession and dye manufacturers scrambled to find a way to 
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recover, effectively pushing for more dynamic research and development 

projects for functional dyes.

KISCO launched six items for microfiber, excluding the color orange, 

after two years of  R&D beginning in 2006, and advanced the quality of  

their products to the level of  C, a company that had been dominating the 

market for microfiber. With this success, the company entered the market 

with products that offered stable dyeability on such highly-dense textiles as 

microfiber.

After the successful development of  international-class products, KISCO 

continued to make remarkable achievements, including the manufacturing 

of  products with high light fastness.
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Beginning in 2000, the dye industry witnessed a boom in highly functional 

dye products, and the dye companies continuously extended their business 

territory to other related business areas. The dye industry in particular was 

creating a new business field as they attempted to extend their business 

territory to include industrial materials beyond textiles, such as dyes for fax 

machines and printers.

While the winds of  change were blowing in the industry, KISCO took a 

challenge in the dye for automotives, and launched Synolon AK Dyes and 

Sonofast UVK-100 in November 2007.

Dyes for automobiles refer to the dye products used for dyeing textile 

materials that are found in the interiors of  automobiles, such as car seats 

and safety belts. They require outstanding sunlight fastness and stability 

of  coloring. Since cars are often exposed to intense sunlight for prolonged 

periods, dyes for automobiles are always made with auxiliaries that can 

improve sunlight fastness. The sunlight fastness auxiliaries therefore, have 

to be made with substances that can absorb ultraviolet rays. The distribution 

of  dyes of  these products are often called the automobile dyes and 

auxiliaries business, which is an entirely new business world the dye industry 

was tapping into, one that is clearly different from the existing stream 

process where products move from dye company to dyeing company, and 

Business Extends to Dyes 
for Automobiles with the 
Development of  Dyes with 
High Light Fastness
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then to the fashion company, the end user.

KISCO took a challenge in this new business area, and began the 

development of  Synolon AK dyes that were to be used for interior textiles 

for automobiles in 2006. However, the company got into difficulties right 

from the initial stage of  development, because textiles for automobiles 

were different from textiles for clothing, and KISCO had little experience 

with them. Even in quality control, there were stricter standards to meet in 

developing dyes for automobiles. 

On top of  that, major companies already had the upper hand in the dye 

for automobile areas as well, and the company had to call on all its available 

resources just to ensure the level of  quality did not fall behind in the market.

Even though KISCO was a late starter in this area, the company soon 

overcame the initial hurdles by working in partnership with K Company, 

Korea’s largest car seat cover manufacturer, and in the process securing a 

sales route as well. However, it was not an easy journey for the company, 

as it experienced a period of  serious trials. At one point, the company was 

in a desperate situation when poor dyeing results put the entire product 

development at risk, while they were still striving for technological growth 

in the disperse dye business. 

Eventually, the company secured a stable sales channel with support from 

their client companies and their trust. The growth possibility of  dyes and 

auxiliaries with high light fastness for automobiles is expected to continue 

growing with the rapidly expanding automobile market.

In the meantime, KISCO launched TP Dyes in 2009, dye for thermal 

transfer printing, with its eye on the niche market. The dyes for thermal 

transfer are to be used on printer paper, instead of  textiles, and printing on 

the paper can be transferred to textiles when heat is applied to the paper.
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KISCO won the race for dyes for thermal transfer by achieving the higher 

quality light fastness; KISCO products were four levels higher than most 

other existing products that remained on the bottom level of  fastness. At 

the same time, KISCO instantly dominated the thermal transfer market 

because, while most products contained allergy-causing ingredients, 

KISCO products were made to be eco-friendly.

 In 2010, the company also developed seven types of  Synolon EXW dyes 

with high washing fastness. It was an achievement targeted at dominating 

the market for a variety of  dyes with high washing fastness for sportswear 
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which was showing remarkable growth, while at the same time it would 

meet the demands for black dye products that would lead the market along 

with the existing Super Red EXW.

Among all sportswear products, the group of  Synolon EXW Dyes was 

particularly suitable for textiles that include spandex. Supported by their 

popularity in the market, the company was able to record annual sales of  2 

billion won. This group of  products is particularly significant, because they 

are made with the world’s highest level of  technology developed by KISCO, 

from basic raw materials to synthesis, while most other dye companies were 

selling imported finished products. 

The company is planning to keep expanding the market with stronger 

competitiveness, by additional development of  dyes with high washing and 

light fastness, while at the same time increasing the number of  new products 

and joint research projects in cooperation with large dyeing and textile 

companies in the disperse dye business area.



Never-ending Challenge 
of  Colors, Electronic 
Materials
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In June 2003, KISCO made an official announcement of  its entry into 

the electronic chemical business. It was aimed at finding a new engine 

for sustainable growth while finding alternatives at a time when the dye 

industry was faced with a difficult business environment due to world-wide 

environmental regulations and the deteriorating decrease in profitability.

For this new venture, KISCO set up the electronic material business team 

within the central research institute, and took up the challenge in the PR 

(Photo Resist) area, while investing in the OLED (organic light emitting 

Quest for the Electronic 
Chemical Business
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diode ) business.

A photo resist is a light-sensitive material used in the production of  IC to 

form a patterned coating on a surface. Photo resists are most commonly 

used at wavelengths in the ultraviolet spectrum, and photo resist-based 

lithography is considered to have contributed to the semiconductor micro 

fabrication.

After entering the PR business — which has an important place in the 

electronic chemical field — KISCO found out that NAS-5, the most basic 

compound used on the lowest level in the production of  photo resist, had 

been manufactured in Ansan factory and supplied to a Japanese importer. 

When KISCO realized the Ansan factory had been manufacturing NAS-5 

in OEM format— without knowing what the product was for — and it 

was being exported back to Korea, KISCO asked the Japanese importer to 

provide them with the technological information and specifications of  the 

product.

The relationship between KISCO and the advanced Japanese company 

can be traced back to the time when KISCO was producing fluorescent 

brightener. In April 1988, the company signed a technological partnership 

for the Illuminal BBS Conc, and the two companies have maintained a close 

business partnership ever since.

KISCO signed an agreement for the transfer of  technology to make 

NAC-5, which is a higher level than NAS, in August 2003, while 

continuously producing NAS-5 for the Japanese company. NAC-5 is used to 

make PAC (Photo active compound), which is one of  the main materials for 

PR. The photo resist that uses PAC was used to make printed circuit boards 

in the past, but now it is used to make TFT of  LCD since the growth of  the 

display business.
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Having the production technology of  NAC-5 transferred from the Japanese 

company, KISCO made its first production test run in April 2004. However, 

the first test run ended up a failure, because the layers were not separated 

during the crude production stage. The company repeated the preparation 

work again, and tried a second time in October, but the same problem 

occurred again. Even though the company entered the new business with 

the ambition of  developing OLED ultimately, they realized it was going to 

be more difficult than they had expected.

The company was faced with numerous hurdles beginning at the NAS 

stage until it reached the NAC stage, including strict quality standards 

and technological barriers. Besides, the company had yet to gain a clear 

understanding about the characteristics and mechanism of  electronic 

materials and how they were completely different from previous dye 

production; it required a change in the conscience level, and awareness of  

safety, quality and mechanism. What was called for was the conversion of  

conscience.

In this situation, KISCO kept on striving to find points that needed 

to be improved through dynamic experiments and modification, with 

the commitment to solidify the business foundation for the electronic 

chemicals, from process management to quality management and safety 

Birth of  NAC-5, the 
Cornerstone for the 
Electronic Material Business
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management, while at the same time building knowledge of  products 

through trial and error. In 2005, when KISCO conducted a test run with a 

new method that KISCO had developed, the company turned out to have 

secured a process technology that was one step ahead of  the advanced 

Japanese company.

It was a technological victory for KISCO, a company that had triumphed 

over the barriers of  difference between the dyes and electronic materials.

After the development of  its own technology and successful mass 

production of  NAC-5, KISCO started the full production of  NAC at 

Ansan factory, and supplied the product to DKC, which had constructed 

PAC factory in partnership with the Japanese company.
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With the confidence built on the success of  NAC, KISCO began a 

full-f ledged operation to apply the know-how the company had been 

accumulating over its 40 year history in organic synthesis to colorants for 

electronic materials.

The display market in Korea, which started to grow rapidly in 2000, 

showed remarkable growth in 2003, and the market for DPD display 

materials recorded peak sales of  400 billion won. However, the domestically 

produced PDP display materials turned out to account for only 12.6% of  

the entire market, proving the high dependency of  part materials on foreign 

imports.

In the case of  the front filter that takes up a significant share in the market 

of  PDP display materials, two or three Japanese companies held over 80% 

of  the market. In 2002, one Korean company started to produce the front 

filter as a first in Korea. When a few late starters joined in the race, the 

market for front filters was poised to enter a warring period between small 

and large corporations.

It was under these circumstances that KISCO started to develop dyes for 

display materials, and in May 2005, the company began full-fledged research 

for the development of  PDP dyes. At the time, a major Japanese company 

was conducting research on samples through an affiliate Japanese company, 

Realizing Display Color with 
PDP Dyes



with the goal of  developing Dithiolene Nickel Complex-based dyes to apply 

to PDP display, but the company turned to KISCO when the dissolution 

rate turned out to be a problem with the other companies’ products.

PDP TV has an operation principle that emits orange range rays and near 

infrared radiation rays. However, in the case of  NIR, the frequency is the 

same as the remote control, and can send signals to other appliances, such as 

the air conditioner, video and audio players. As a result, it could cause false 

signal problems. Therefore, PDP TV must have an NIR shielding film that 

will block the nearby infrared radiation rays, and the NIR dye was what was 

needed for the NIR shielding.

The Dithiolene Nickle Complex-based dye that the company first tried 

had the advantage of  efficiently shielding NIR because it had a narrow 

bandwidth compared to other NIR dyes, but it had a lower dissolution rate 

than others, and no companies in the world were able to find the correct 

application.



KISCO was successful at compounding the exact same product as the one 

made by the Japanese company, but like all others, they could not come up 

with the solution for the dissolution rate issue. So the company began new 

research for dye with a new structure. In the first stage, KISCO had trouble 

in synthesis and purification, but eventually, KISCO was able to apply the 

company’s own process and succeeded in synthesizing new dye. This was 

the birth of  NIR-885DTN3, a dye that is used to make a thermal shielding 

film that could block infrared radiation.

 In the meantime, the company began new research at the request of  a 

client in January 2007 for a dye that could block the orange color that is 

emitted from the neon of  PDP filter. The client had examined the Japanese 

made product, but decided to look for a new structure after the yellowing 

problem was identified. 

After having built the know-how on PDP dyes through research on NIR 

shielding dyes, KISCO immediately responded to the client’s request, and 
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in four months, in May 2007, the company triumphantly succeeded in the 

mass production of  NEC-592PZC3. The NEC-592PZN3 that could shield 

the orange color from PDP TV had high added value; in the beginning, it 

was sold at over 400 million won per kg. Having made a successful entry into 

the display business, KISCO upgraded the level of  their electronic chemical 

sector.

KISCO emerged as a display material manufacturer when it made a 

successful entry into the PDP material market with NIR-885DTN3 and 

NEC-592PZC3 dyes, and completed its new challenge with success.

Later, beginning in 2008, the company also tapped into dyes for the LDC 

business, which, along with the PDP, was creating two pillars in the display 

material market.
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Around the time when KISCO started developing PDP related dye 

products, the size of  the world’s display market was about $94 billion dollars, 

and the size of  part materials, about $78 billion dollars. In the market, FPD 

(flat panel display) was recording over 95% of  the shares in the world’s 

display market, while the CRT (Cathode ray tube) business was gradually 

waning. As the OLED became a more significant part of  the display market, 

the FPD module market was built on two pillar businesses of   PDP and 

LCD, and the industry was predicting that in the future, TFT-LCD and 

OLED will take the biggest share in the market.

The FPD market in Korea was also recording significant sales: it was $40 

billion dollars in 2007, and the part materials, $23.14 billion dollars. 

The market for TFT-LCD had already reached a mature stage in terms of  

technology, and the companies were competing over price competitiveness. 

Since the part material for TFT-LCD was 60-70% of  the module cost, it 

had to be produced domestically to have any price competitiveness at all. 

But even though Korea had a high percentage of  shares in the world display 

market, the development of  core technology to make part materials was not 

advancing fast enough.

The domestic self-supply rate of  color filters — which is one of  the 

essential parts and accounts for about 25% of  the TFT-LCD module 

Writing a New Chapter in History with 
the World’s First Dye for LCD
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production cost— was close to 100%, but most of  the secondary materials 

for color filters — color resist, black matrix and overcoat — and the third 

materials such as pigment dispersion liquid, monomer, and functional 

additives were not domestically produced.

In the case of  color resist, some domestic companies tried to domestically 

produce them beginning in 2005 and were getting some results, but the 

pigment dispersion liquid, which is one of  the basic materials for color 



resist, was so dependent on foreign imports that the entire demand had to 

be imported from Japan.

The pigments for color filters for LCD, where the colors are reproduced 

through additive primary colors of  red, green and blue, had been used in 

liquid form, where pigments without fastness to light, heat, and chemical 

substances are dispersed. But with pigment dispersion, the pigment is in 

the form of  particles, and they can disrupt the light. When the particles 

are uneven, they cannot meet the demand for high definition and contrast. 

Therefore, there was a limit in developing the product. Beginning in the 

1990s, some Japanese companies suggested using dyes, instead of  pigments, 
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and the industry was waiting for the development of  dyes that could satisfy 

the demand for a dissolution rate, heat resistance and light resistance. It 

was a much needed project for the dye industry to develop the dye for LCD 

color filters that could replace pigment products.  

It was under this circumstance that KISCO jointly began the development 

of  dyes for color filters with D company in 2008. It was a late start compared 

to most other advanced companies. The job required complex and 

painstaking attention to details, because the product needed to be developed 

to have light, heat, and chemical resistance, and have a good dissolution rate, 

while keeping all the properties of  colors.
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KISCO started by examining all the developed dyes for textiles with 

the required dissolution rate, but the company could not find any dye 

products that were suitable for color filters. Later, the company conducted 

experiments with a few dyes to test dissolution rates, but failed to secure the 

stability that was needed to make color filters. Eventually, the entire project 

was about to fall apart.

Then a client asked the company to develop a dye-based color filter, and 

they conducted joint research with a domestic color resist company. Now 

that the company had discovered through the first try that they could not 

find the dye they needed in those that already existed, the company turned 

to the development of  a new dye with new structure.

It required significant amount of  time for the production of  samples 

for screening, since the company was now required to come up with new 

development. In the beginning, many clients misunderstood the delay 

in developing samples and thought KISCO was taking too much time in 

developing the product.

Once the company secured satisfying results for a dissolution rate then 

came problems with durability and color reproduction, just to name a few. 

Yet, the company carried out hundreds of  screenings of  dyes for two years, 

during which time the company gained the knowhow that was required to 

make dyes for color filters.

In March, 2010, KISCO succeeded in producing the world’s first dyes for 

LCD color filters, and wrote a new chapter in the history of  dyes.

With the successful development of  dyes for color filters, KISCO was 

selected to become a member of  the Committee of  Innovative Technology, 

and their partner company’s market share of  color resist also took a big 

jump. After achieving the win-win result through joint research, the two 
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companies are planning to continue their joint research projects, targeting a 

broader range of  items.

KISCO is also focusing on the development of  a dye only type of  color 

filter, with the goal of  developing all main colors for color filters in dye type, 

as well.

After having surprised the world with its relentless spirit of  challenge and 

passion for the domestic production of  dyes, KISCO is now on a quest to 

create colors for the future, supported by the best synthesis technology in 

the industry.

The new dream to open a new chapter in the history of  electric chemical 

materials and to grow into an internationally-renowned colorant 

manufacturer has just begun.



KISCO’s Future 
for Unstoppable 
Growth

CEO Talks : Challenge To Become a 
Centennial Corporation



“New Turn KISCO”: Change & Add Values

New KISCO 2010 was the prelude to the sweeping winds of  change and innovation.

In 2005, Kim Heung Joon, then vice chairman of  the company, examined the business 

status of  KISCO, and realized that the company needed to change in every way if  it did not 

want to go down the drain in the face of  threats from low-priced Chinese products and the 

decreasing profitability of  dyes. He realized how everybody had believed in the myth that 

the company was too big to fail, and how everybody had been convinced that, as long as 

there was a fashion industry, the dye industry was never going to collapse. He awoke to the 

fact that the entire organization had been suffering from a passive and sluggish mentality, 

as a result. But it was the very sense of  risk that made him delve into the dye industry all the 

way down to its very foundation, and motivated him to turn risk into an opportunity.

Vice chairman Kim Heung Joon was called in to take action: he was determined to revive 

the company, and initiated a boom in innovations to change the entire business structure 

from top to bottom. He adopted a system that allowed each business division to operate 

under their own independent management structure. Aiming to revamp the company 

structure as a whole and reform the work conscience, he eradicated all out-dated business 

practices, as well. 

His quest to transform the company into a new organization with fresh new energy 

generating from the roots culminated in the New KISCO 2010 campaign that started in 

2008. The campaign was all about drawing a bigger picture for the company, by evolving 

the company from a performance-oriented organization to a dynamic motivation-oriented 

organization, while changing the past 40 years’ vertical hierarchy organization structure 

into a new horizontal structure where all employees from the bottom up were encouraged 

to work closely together through an open channel of  communication.  

The transformation of  KISCO, which was termed “New Turn KISCO,” was the 



manifestation of  the company’s commitment to move forward beyond their successful 

40 years history, to the future of  new value creation. If  the past was a record of  creating 

something out of  nothing, the future was about realizing the vision of  innovation with the 

commitment of  the people of  KISCO, the main players who had been turning the wheels 

of  history in dye industry.

In 2011, while commemorating the 40th anniversary of  the company, vice chairman Kim 

Heung Joon declared that it is time when we should think about “how much we are going 

to grow, ” instead of  wondering “how much we could grow. ” He also declared that the year 

2011 would be the first year of  the second founding of  the company, and how the value 

system of  KISCO was about to shift from quantitative growth to qualitative growth.

Companies that demonstrate sustainable growth have something in common: being open 

to changes. In general, the life expectancy of  a corporation is about 30 years. The Korean 

Sustainable Growth Society profiled them this way : “Among the companies that made 

it over 30 years, the longest-living companies are the ones that recorded over 24 years in 

the black, and had continuous growth in sales for over 15 years.” However, the general 

understanding in business is that one can be defined as a long-living company only when 

the company lasts over 100 years. There are over eight companies in the world that even 

have a proud history of  over 1,000 years. Of  course, they are all either in Japan or Europe. 

In Japan where businesses are proudly passed down from one generation to the next, there 

are over 50,000 companies that are more than 100 years old, according to statistics.

All these long-living companies have their own survival DNA, according to experts, and this 

survival DNA that is internalized in the organization can pass down over the years to the next 

generation. However, considering that the DNA that engenders long life for corporations is 

not an absolute superior gene that will emerge regardless of  all environmental factors, change 

is the ultimate factor that determines the fate of  corporations.

Even though KISCO achieved a quantum leap by forging opportunities out of  risks 

under the New KISCO 2010 campaign, the company still had a practical problem to solve; 

keeping the reformed system as a permanent part of  the organization, and maintaining it 

systematically. In other words, the company had to ensure the reformation DNA that had 

been embedded in the organization culture remains even after the changes in management.

The forty years of  history were marked with an unyielding spirit of  challenge that pushed 

them forward towards possibilities, and the growth DNA that will lead the company for 

the next 100 years will be another side of  the reformation DNA of  the company.

Vice chairman Kim Heung Joon’s commitment has been integrated into the corporate 



Making of  a Great Job, Pleasant Corporation

A corporation is an organism in itself. The minute it stops moving, the company loses its 

life. That is why the company has to pursue sustainable growth. What companies with over 

100 years of  history have in common is the fact that they have continuously transformed 

themselves so that they never stop growing. At the center of  all changes that take place in 

the corporation is customers from both inside and outside of  the company : the key is the 

people.

Therefore, production of  qualified human resources are the prerequisites to becoming a 

company that lasts over a century, and all long-living companies are devoted to building a 

new organizational culture that can make the company a great place to work.

With this statement, vice chairman Kim Heung Joon presented the company’s blueprint 

for the future, where the company is looking beyond what is here and now, and forward 

to the grand vision of  tomorrow. His commitment is building a company with a strong 

foundation, so that it will continue to grow even after he is retired.

missions of  Harmony, Innovation, and Commitment, and serves as the guideposts for 

KISCO employees.



His message was that, the success of  a company was not determined by a single person; 

it is earned while every employee works together for common goals, creating value as they 

move forward to become the best of  the best.

The highest executive management therefore, can ultimately be the person who is there to 

facilitate the accomplishment of  KISCO’s missions of  creating the highest value.

Aiming for the Best in the World as  an Eco-Friendly 
Colorant Corporation

“Where do you want to go today?”

This is the slogan, and the corporate mission statement of  Microsoft.

The greatness of  this slogan, which reads like a Zen question about the goal of  life, is that 

it gives the members of  their company organization a reason why they are there. The latest 

topic in the business community, which is about the belief  that the success of  a corporation 

comes from management innovation in the management of  people, organization structure 



and changes in decision making structure, instead of  the development of  new technologies 

and launching of  the latest products, eloquently addresses how new technologies and 

products come naturally as a result, once the organization is imbued with innovation.

The wheels of  innovation have started to spin, with the foundation already laid through 

the New KISCO 2010 campaign.

KISCO stands at a turning point in its history, where the company is moving beyond 

its old image as a specialist in synthetic dye, and beginning to charge forward to a new 

future with a new, complex industrial structure. Considering how the company has 

been contributing to the advanced quality of  life by providing dyes &#8211; which are 

considered flowers in the precision chemical industry — the new business in colors will 

also be all about the vision to enrich humanity in the future.

The electronic material business, which is acclaimed as a new growth engine, will define 

the new future of  KISCO, a company that has always been the leader in the eco-friendly 

colorant industry with the vision of  a healthy life and green planet for all humanity.

Standing at this important gateway to the future, KISCO has carried out a major overhaul 

of  the business structure to grow into the best chemical company. As a result, the founder 

Kim Dong Gil was appointed the honorary chairman of  KISCO group, and vice chairman 

Kim Heung Joon has been appointed the chairman of  the company. Vice president Cho 

Sung Yong has also been appointed the CEO of  the company.

Vice president Cho Sung Yong obtained his masters from Seoul National University, and 

obtained doctoral degrees from Cambridge University in England. He served as the CTO 

of  the KISCO group in 2007, and beginning in 2010, he has served as the vice chairman of  

the company whose duties included the business operation of  the group, while building the 

experience to create professional business management.

KISCO is ready to take the next step toward the future with new value under this powerful 

leadership.
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Overview of  KISCO’s Affiliates

JMC Since its founding in 1953, JMC has been the leader in sulfur precision 
chemicals in Korea, producing and distributing the world’s highest quality 
artificial sweeteners, sulfa-based intermediates, and intermediates for reactive 
dyestuffs for the past 50 years.
Supported by extensive technology and outstanding human resources, the 
company has earned the trust of  customers and achieved quality of  products. 
The company is a leader in the domestic and global markets, and provides 
customer services that can best satisfy the expectations of  the clients, and help 
the company identify what the customers are going to demand in the future.
The company is committed to being the best in the industry by providing 
the highest quality products in the fastest time, and continuously striving to 
advance product quality, safety and health management system, and an eco-
friendly production program.
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Eastwell Having started as a comprehensive trading company, Eastwell has always 
strove to have cutting-edge information about all related products, and to 
provide the highest quality products at the most affordable prices through a 
sales network that covers the world. 
Eastwell’s Siheung factory is capable of  manufacturing 2,000 tons of  dyestuffs 
a year. The factory exclusively manufactures high value-added special dyes, 
such as high-purity solvent disperse types of  dye, ink dye for printers, and the 
functional dyes for electronic materials.
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Overview of  KISCO’s Affiliates

Daito KISCO Daito KISCO is a joint venture established in March 2005 between Korea’s 
KISCO and Japan’s Daito Chemix Corporation, which is the leading Japanese 
manufacturer of  light sensitive materials for semi-conductors and LCDs.  
KISCO was established to dynamically respond to the overseas demand 
for light sensitive materials for semi-conductors and LCD products by 
taking the best from the Japanese Daito Chemix’s extensive technology of  
manufacturing diverse electronic materials, and KISCO’s 40 year experience 
and technology on dyes and precision chemicals.
Daito KISCO is successfully mass producing high-quality products using the 
computer-based automated control system, which in the past was not readily 
available. The company is committed to building an unrivaled position in 
the Korean and overseas markets with the most competitive light sensitive 
materials.
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Wisechem Wisechem is a company established jointly with Korea’s largest dye 
manufacturer KISCO, and is Korea’s largest mill base for color filter 
manufacturer. Wisechem is domestically producing the world’s highest-quality 
mill bases using dyes and pigments that are 100% imported from overseas.
The company is manufacturing dyes that are mainly used for LCD, which is 
one of  the most rapidly growing electronic materials, with the support of  the 
extensive experience and knowhow of  the two partner companies.
Currently, the LCD area is recording growth of  about 20-30%, with the 
recently produced LED BL display using similar dye products, and the 
products made by Wisechem are showing rapid growth, accordingly. LCDs are 
mostly used in small electronic devices, such as TVs, monitors, cellular phones, 
cameras, and others.
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Presidents of  the Affiliate Companies
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Line of  Products
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Management Statistics

Assets / Capital
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Sales / current term net profit
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Stock performance

Highest / lowest   
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Average Trading Volume
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Intellectual Property Rights
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Brief  History of  the Company
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Epilog

The 40 Year History of  KISCO was published to commemorate KISCO’s 40th anniversary.

It was not an easy job to put the 40 years of  the company history into a single book. It was a 

difficult and delicate task to summarize the history of  KISCO, at a time when the company was 

on a threshold that would move us beyond those 40 years, in preparation for the new challenge 

of  the future.

The 40 Year History of  KISCO is a record of  the founder and chairman Kim Dong Gil, his 

passion for dyestuffs, relentless challenge and quest, and all his achievements. But we had to work 

on writing the book, without many documents and records to turn to for references. 

This book was made possible because of  the wholehearted support of  all former and present 

executives and employees, who took the time to be interviewed, and helped us identify times and 

events that have been forgotten over the years. They also helped us organize and put down in 

writing, all the historical records and resources that existed in the memories of  those who were 

part of  the company’s success.

As we are about to publish this book, we look back over the past year, and wonder if  we indeed 

have done the best we could. We wonder if  we could have tried harder. We hope that you will 

enjoy this remarkable story, even if  the book falls short of  your expectations in some manner. We 

believe that the next editing and compilation team will complement and fill out any details that 

are missing in this book, when they write the 50 or 60 Year History of  KISCO.

We hope that The 40 Year History of  KISCO will serve as a stepping stone that connects the 

past and the present, and guides us to a future that will be brilliant for all of  us.

Before concluding, we extend our appreciation to all the employees and executives who helped us 

through the long process of  writing the book, and the author, Park Hyun Sook.
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